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Database
Maintenance

Loblaws
Canada’s largest customer
loyalty program identiﬁed a
big problem that puts future
ambitious plans in jeopardy.
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Overview
The client's extensive loyalty program was not reaching many of their customers.
Thousands of letters, emails, and telephone calls weren't getting through to their
intended recipients.
This resulted in disappointed customers, lost revenues and missed opportunities.
When any company decides to utilize a data-driven approach to marketing, customer
retention and increasing their customer lifetime value, it all hangs on the quality of their
data.
Having the correct team, software, budget, and planning can all be wasted if your data
is poor, “Garbage in, garbage out".

Database Maintenance
Database Cleaning & Enhancement is the cornerstone of Cleanlist’s success.
We know that inaccurate, outdated, and incomplete information is all over most
databases. Every error is potentially a lost opportunity and money out the window.

Correct and format
your addresses to
Canada Post’s standards
and beyond

Improve your NCOA
results and capture
additional moves with
Cleanlist’s proprietary
address

Parse names into
their component parts
to enable precise
personalization

Diagnosis

Achievements

The client's customer loyalty
database was huge, but it was ﬁlled
with errors resulting from system
migrations, business acquisitions,
and a lack of proper maintenance
over the years.

• Multiple databases were formatted,
cleaned and consolidated

Contact data formatting problems,
duplicate records, ﬁeld omissions
and inaccuracies— all prevented the
client from running effective loyalty
communications programs.

• Contact information was updated and
veriﬁed for accuracy
• Missing contact data was appended with
up-to-date information
• Regular updates and maintenance
provided for ongoing database health

Response rates were low, returned
mail was high— messages were
bouncing, and calls went
unanswered. Intelligent, segmented,
customer targeting was particularly
difficult.

• Improved postal accuracy
of client's customer database
from 40% to 90%

Unless these customer data
problems were solved, the client's
customer loyalty program would
continue to suffer.

• Identiﬁed and updated thousands of
records for customers who had deceased

90%

• Identiﬁed and corrected the nearly 10% of
customers who had moved

Solution
Cleanlist performed an exhaustive
assessment of the client's data.
Custom routines were written to
parse, format, and consolidate the
client's numerous customer
databases.
Errors and inconsistencies were
corrected, duplicates removed, and
the structure of the data was optimized. With a new, clean benchmark
for their customer data in place,
Cleanlist was then able to enhance
the data with current, up-to-date
addresses, phone numbers, and more.

Future Plan
Investing both time and resources into
additional downstream investments,
modelling, analytics, and campaign
execution have become more successful
and proﬁtable.
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